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1. What is Springer Compact?

The Springer Compact agreements combine the costs for article processing charges (APC) and access to subscription content for participating institutions and universities. A researcher from a participating institution is able to publish their article open access at no extra cost and access the full text of all subscription content. Springer Compact supports subscriptions and gold open access publishing in journals and at the same time, reducing the total financial costs and administration. It promotes the transition to more transparent and sustainable open access publishing, and enables researchers to comply with their funders’ open access requirements.

2. What are the benefits for authors and institutions?

- High visibility of their work, as all articles are made freely available online for everyone, immediately upon publication
- Easy compliance with European open access mandates
- Articles are free to re-use
- Immediate deposit of final article in any repository
- Authors retain the copyright of their work
- Automatic deposit to PubMed Central (PMC)/Europe PMC for its evaluation
- Open access charge covered centrally by the institution – easing the payment process

Our Springer Compact partners benefit from the combination of licensed access to our subscription-based journals and open access publishing, resulting in significantly lower processing charges and fewer administrative hurdles to hybrid open access publishing. In general, Springer Compact supports the transition to more transparent and sustainable open access.

3. Ways to identify yourself as an eligible author

If the author can say yes to these statements he or she is ready for publication under the Austrian agreement.

- My article has been accepted by an Open Choice eligible journal*
- I am the corresponding author
- I am affiliated with a participating Austrian institute *
- My article matches one of these types: Original paper, Review paper, Brief Communication or Continuing Education

Tip: Corresponding authors are advised to use their email address from the respective institution instead of their private email address. This enables Springer to identify them as eligible under the scheme.

When publishing an article under this agreement, authors are asked to ensure that the respective participating institute is shown in the article PDF. Color-in-print charges are not covered by this agreement.

---

* A list of eligible Open Choice journals as well as a list of all participating institutions is available on springer.com/oaforaustria
4. Verification process

At article acceptance, the corresponding author is asked to identify himself/herself as an author affiliated with an institution that is participating in the Springer Compact agreement and to agree to the open access terms.

Directly after the author has completed the MyPublication form, the institution contact will be informed via an email notification that a new article is available for verification in the approval tool. The institution contact logs in to the approval tool where all open approvals are shown on the dashboard. Clicking on an open approval opens an overview of the article with all the information the institution needs to make a decision on the eligibility of the article/author.

All information on the affiliation of the corresponding author will be available as of Q1 2016. The OA Verification team at Springer will provide all affiliations if needed. The institution contact can approve or reject the article directly in the overview, or for further information contact the Springer OA Verification team. This workflow is in place for all journals running through the standard Springer workflow. Around 30 Journals are co-published with external partners and the institution will verify articles from these journals via email requests.

To ensure a good author service and to avoid delayed publication, institutions are asked to verify an author within 3 to 5 working days. Additionally, the central contact regularly receives reports.
5. What are the OA license terms?

By opting for Open Choice, the copyright remains with the author. Almost 1,600 Open Choice journals publish under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY). As of July 2015 around 30 journals continue to use the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial 4.0 International (CC BY-NC) license, including those published under the Adis imprint.

6. Springer Compact for hybrid (Open Choice) journals

Springer Open Choice is a hybrid open access model that offers authors the opportunity to publish open access in subscription-based journals. The Springer Compact agreement includes only hybrid subscription-based journals, and is based on the Open Choice publishing option.

Articles published under the Springer Compact agreement follow the Open Choice conditions.

For more information on the copyright, the license terms and Springer Open Choice in general please refer to springer.com/openchoice.

7. Any more questions?

For any questions or comments on Open Access in general: springer.com/openaccess.

For further questions on the agreement please visit https://konsortien.at/ssl/springercompact.asp or springer.com/oaforaustria.